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Friends Quiz 19

1. Which friend teaches Joey how to sail?

2. Who teaches Phoebe how to ride a bike?

3. Which friend tries and fails to teach Joey French?

4. Which friend teaches Ben their repertoire of practical jokes?

5. What hobby does Phoebe take up when she meets Robert in the park?

6. What does the mystery switch in Joey and Chandler's apartment (occupied by Rachel and Monica
at the time of discovery) control?

7. What does Joey suggest Monica is hiding in the secret closet on her and Chandler's apartment?

8. Who is the first to crack under the pressure of the secret of the jellyfish?

9. What present did Chandler buy for Rachel before the friends decide to do Secret Santa?

10. Who is the mysterious Jade looking for when she accidentally calls Chandler and Joey's phone?

11. What is Emily's initial response after Ross tells her he loves her?

12. How does Emily exit her and Ross' wedding reception?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Rachel
2. Ross
3. Phoebe
4. Rachel
5. Rollerblading
6. The TV in Monica and Rachel's apartment

(occupied by Chandler and Joey at the time)

7. Richard
8. Joey
9. A briefcase initialled with RG
10. Her ex-boyfriend, Bob
11. Thank you
12. Through the bathroom window

Sphinx Phoenix 
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